
DIGITAL AIR STRIKE’S  
AMAZON OTT ADS HELP TOYOTA OF 
PORTLAND PROMOTE INVENTORY  
TO CAR BUYERS STREAMING  
LIVE SPORTS & TOP SHOWS 

Goal:

Toyota of Portland, in Portland, Oregon, wanted a campaign to get more 
trade-ins due to a lack of inventory. They wanted to reach highly targeted 
customers, ensure ads are fully watched, and receive more conversion 
data through OTT (Over-the-Top) streaming services. 

TOYOTA OF PORTLAND 
Case Study

Solution:

P Digital Air Strike’s creative team designed a strong “We Value Your 
Trade” video campaign for the dealer’s OTT ads. The OTT ads use 
the dealer’s “Uniquely Different” tagline while advertising the dealer’s 
ability to buy top-dollar vehicles with no purchase necessary.

P The dealer loves that Digital Air Strike creates the OTT ads, providing 
a one-stop-shop that includes production, professional talent, post-
production work, and the required rights. 

P OTT digital ads allow Toyota of Portland to see more conversion data 
since the ads are highly targeted using Amazon’s first-party data, 
including shopping and purchasing behavior. These detailed metrics 
per ZIP code don’t exist through cable TV, so OTT is a more targeted 
ad buy.

P Digital Air Strike’s Inventory Solution integrates Toyota of Portland’s 
vehicles into the OTT ads in real-time to showcase current inventory 
and pricing through dynamic inventory integration.

DIGITAL AIR STRIKE CREATES THE  
BEST OTT ADS!   
We love working with Digital Air Strike to create our eye-

catching OTT ads. The messages were so strong we 

received a great response from consumers wanting to trade 

in their cars. We have a good flow going, getting the right 

message out every month to reach consumers. We’ve been 

so impressed by how well the OTT ads have been working 

we plan to continue advertising with different trade-in 

messages. Digital Air Strike over-delivered on our streaming 

impressions goal, which we love even more!

TOYOTA OF PORTLAND

RESULTS:

98.9% 
VIDEO COMPLETION RATE 

104,581 
IMPRESSIONS IN ONE MONTH

39%
ABOVE GUARANTEED  
IMPRESSION GOAL
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